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7.3.2018 A8-0041/48 

Amendment  48 

José Manuel Fernandes 

on behalf of the PPE Group 

 

Report A8-0041/2018 

Gérard Deprez, Janusz Lewandowski 

Reform of the European Union’s system of own resources 

2017/2053(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 7 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

7. Recalls that the Treaty of Lisbon 

introduced new provisions regarding the 

implementing legislation on own resources, 

providing for the possibility of the Council 

adopting a regulation by qualified majority 

after obtaining the consent of Parliament; 

regrets, however, that several 

implementing provisions, especially those 

relating to the calculation of the GNI 

resources, still remain in the ORD; 

therefore calls for a smoother adoption 

procedure for the ORD, which should be 

adopted under the ordinary legislative 

procedure, implying qualified majority 

voting within Council and codecision with 

Parliament; recalls that according to 

Article 48(7) TEU, the European Council 

may adopt a decision allowing for acts not 

falling under the ordinary legislative 

procedure still to be processed under that 

procedure, which remains far more 

democratic and open; calls on the 

European Council to trigger such a 

mechanism without delay; 

7. Recalls that the Treaty of Lisbon 

introduced new provisions regarding the 

implementing legislation on own resources, 

providing for the possibility of the Council 

adopting a regulation by qualified majority 

after obtaining the consent of Parliament; 

regrets, however, that several 

implementing provisions, especially those 

relating to the calculation of the GNI 

resources, still remain in the ORD; 

Or. en 
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7.3.2018 A8-0041/49 

Amendment  49 

José Manuel Fernandes 

on behalf of the PPE Group 

Gérard Deprez 

on behalf of the ALDE Group 

 

Report A8-0041/2018 

Gérard Deprez, Janusz Lewandowski 

Reform of the European Union’s system of own resources 

2017/2053(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 43 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

43. Is of the opinion that income 

stemming for the European Central Bank 

profits (ECB revenue made from issuing 

currency), and thus having a direct link to 

the EU monetary union, should form the 

basis of a new own resource instead of 

being paid out to national treasuries; 

43. Is of the opinion that income 

stemming from the European Central Bank 

profits (ECB revenue made from issuing 

currency), and thus having a direct link to 

the EU monetary union, should form the 

basis of a new own resource instead of 

being paid out to national treasuries; 

considers that such a resource should be 

directly linked to the specific line 

dedicated to the euro area in the EU 

budget; 

Or. en 
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7.3.2018 A8-0041/50 

Amendment  50 

José Manuel Fernandes 

on behalf of the PPE Group 

Eider Gardiazabal Rubial 

on behalf of the S&D Group 

Gérard Deprez 

on behalf of the ALDE Group 

 

Report A8-0041/2018 

Gérard Deprez, Janusz Lewandowski 

Reform of the European Union’s system of own resources 

2017/2053(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 65 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

65. Calls, to this end, for a special 

reserve to be established on the revenue 

side of the EU budget, which will be 

progressively filled up by all types of 

unforeseen other revenue; considers that 

this reserve should be deployed in order to 

cover additional payment needs, especially 

those linked to the mobilisation of the 

Global Margin for Commitments or the 

MFF special instruments; 

65. Calls, to this end, for a special 

reserve to be established in the EU budget, 

which will be progressively filled up by all 

types of unforeseen other revenue and duly 

carried over in order to provide additional 

spending possibilities when needs arise; 

considers that this reserve should be 

earmarked for the MFF special 

instruments and should provide for 

additional top-ups, both in commitments 

and payments, upon a decision by the 

budgetary authority; 

Or. en 

 

 


